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Internet of Things

The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to physical devices that are connected to each 

other or cloud services via the Internet.



IOT AT THE PEAK OF EXPECTATIONS
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[Gartner 2014]



WHAT THINGS?

In the home:

 Entertainment systems (television, game console)

 Heating/cooling (thermostats, fan, smoke alarm)

 Home security (alarms, locks, baby monitor)

 Appliances (refrigerator, coffee maker, oven)

Mobile:

 Wearables (fitness tracker, Healthcare devices)

 Pet tracking collars

 Smart cars

Mobility



WHAT THINGS?

Industrial:

 Factory automation 

 Heavy machinery

 Transportation (buses, trains, airplanes)

 Healthcare (ambulances, hospital equipment)



WHAT DO THESE THINGS DO?

 Devices collect and transmit information gathered from their surroundings 

using embedded sensors and software

 Devices communicate with one another,

with smart phones, or with a cloud service

 Door lock communicates with lights

 Heart monitor paired with a smart watch

 Pet tracker connects to cloud service 

(access via phone app or web)



• IoT web platform

• Sensor data management

• MQTT and Node-RED tech.

• Real time event detection

• Customizable data views

• Virtual Sensor

• Multiuser / multi-instance

Overcoming the fragmentation of 

heterogeneous data through semantics and 

virtualization

• near sensor processing,

• protocols for data movement

• event detection and notification,

• interoperability among platforms

• dynamic reconfiguration of the

monitoring infrastructure

ACCESS FRAMEWORK ON THE CLOUD 



Big Data Analytics

NoSql DB – Cassandra, MongoDB

Map-Reduce

Spark

MQTT

LoRa long range sub-GHz radio

Low-Power end-node

Gateway architecture

NodeRed

CPU programming

BIG DATA – IOT 

FROM THE CLOUD TO THE PHYSICAL



The «Atmosphere» of COMPUTING
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 New terms are associated to IoT: Cloud, Fog, and Edge

computing

 These architectures allow organizations to take advantage of a 

variety of computing and data storage resources



CLOUD COMPUTING

 Cloud Computing has been 

considered a standard IT delivery 

platform

 NIST definition:

a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient,

on-demand network access to a shared pool 

of configurable computing resources that can 

be rapidly provisioned and released with 

minimal management effort or service 

provider interaction



FOG COMPUTING

 Fog Computing and Edge Computing involve pushing intelligence and 

processing capabilities down

 Fog Computing seamlessly extends Cloud Computing for secure control 

and management 

 Fog Computing enables rich data processing 

applications across the domain

 Fog Computing supports emerging 

Internet of Everything (IoE) applications 

that demand real-time/predictable latency



EDGE COMPUTING

 Edge Computing first emerged by virtualizing network in Wide Area 

Networks (WANs)

 Fog and Edge computing appear similar, i.e., they both involve bringing 

intelligence closer to the end devices

 Key difference: the location 

of intelligence and compute 

power



EDGE COMPUTING

 The Edge and Fog layers complement each other

 A fog environment places intelligence at the local area network (LAN)

 Edge Computing places intelligence in devices



IOT DEVICES

Amazon dash-button
Google NEST

fitbit

Philips HUE

GPS gsm tracker
NETGEAR ArloImplantable device



IOT FEATURE COMPARISON

Power consumption

Range

Duty cycle

Comp. capacity and memory

Bandwidth

Amazon dash

Google NEST

Fitbit

Philips HUE

GPS gsm tracker

NETGEAR Arlo



IOT DEVICE DIFFERENCE

➢ Computational capacity and memory

➢ Bandwidth (bit-rate)

➢ Communication duty cycle

➢ Communication range

➢ Power consumption

• Accelerometer 3-axis 100Hz

• STM32F405 - Cortex M4

• WiFi (MQTT) - 10mt

• Power supply

ST Building Monitor Smart agriculture / smart city

• Temperature and humidity

• STM32L4 Low-power

• LoRa - 5/10Km

• Battery - Harvesting

Power consumption

Range

Duty cycle

Comp. capacity and memory

Bandwidth



• Low Power Sensing
• Sensor technology screening and assessment

• Sensor data acquisition optimization  (e.g. duty cycling)

• Multi-stage sensing and Sensor fusion

• Analog and mixed signal front-end design (conditioning, a2d)

• Power storage, management and harvesting
• Energy storage technology screening and assessment

• Energy harvesting technology screening and assessment

• Power Management, conversion, transfer circuit design

• Wireless sensor networking
• Screening and assessment of RF solutions for WSN applications

• Optimization and customization of standard WSN protocols

• Design of proprietary MAC, network, application layers

• In-Network digital processing
• Design of ultra-low power embedded digital platforms

• Advanced power management (variable f,V, scheduling)

• Filtering, compression, DSP, pattern recognition, classification

• Distributed sensing techniques

Power Supply

Communication

Transceiver

Main Processor 

Accelerators

Sense/Actuate 

Frontend

A2D, D2A

Data 

processing

Network 

Protocols

Runtime

& DPM

Harvester

(energy transducer)

Storage

Voltage conversion

Delivery

WHAT ARE THE BUILDING BLOCKS?



IOT ECOSYSTEM
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IOT - THE VOLUME 

[Cisco 2012]



CHALLENGES

• Scalability & “Data Deluge” → computational sensing

• Sensing technology evolution → multi-sensor integration

• Sensor lifetime & power consumption →energy-neutral

sensing



How Big is IoT Data?
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ECONOMIST, 2010: DATA IS THE NEW OIL 
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WHAT DOES BIG DATA MEAN?
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Big Volume



WHAT DOES BIG DATA MEAN?
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Big Variety

structured, semistructured, 

unstructured

Variety of sources

Variety of formats.



ONLY WHO HAVE CLEAR PICTURE WINS
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
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IoT and big data

As far as the IoT ideas are going to be applied to every sphere of 

human's lives, like houses, transport, medicine, education and many other 

things, Big Data gathering opens new opportunities for:

- New user experience

- Customer behavior knowledge

IoT and machine learning

Usual analytics are static and post-processing; whereas Machine Learning algorithms 

constantly improve. ML adds the ability of IoT devices to interact and predict

IoT and Blockchain

Because data is so essential for Business, it means that this data has to be protected 

throughout its life cycle. 

Blockchain guarantees a secure, trusty, reliable, and efficient way to manage data. 



HOW USE IOT 
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People in general for different purposes:

 Industry

 Production 

 Body

 Home

 Environment

 City

 Extends lifecycle for products

 Improve energy efficiency of devices

 Multiple connected products for improved customer experience

 Ability to remotely monitor and control devices

Why



WE EVOLVE BECAUSE WE COMMUNICATE
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CASE STUDY I

Industry 4.0 & Internet of Things – November 16, 2017 - Rome
29

IoT as enabling technology for 

Electrical Energy efficiency in Buildings



ENERGY EFFICIENCY
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❑ One of the main challenge of

Smart Cities, is the reduction

of energy consumption.

❑ In Italy, domestic energy usage

accounted for approximately

20% of overall energy

consumption in 2016.

❑ Efficiency of energy usage

is essential.

❑ In households is achieved by eliminating wasted energy or getting people to match their

usage with the availability of renewable energy.



ENERGY EFFICIENCY
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“The current energy systems are like a store without 

prices on individual items, which presents only one total 

bill at the cash register.”

Monitoring

• Intrusive

• Non-Intrusive

Feedback

• Has a great influence on the amount of
saved electricity.

Result

• Appliance-specific feedback empowers
inhabitants to take steps towards
reducing their energy consumption.

Ehrhardt-Martinez et al. Advanced Metering Initiatives and Residential Feedback

Programs : A Meta-Review for Household Electricity-Saving Opportunities.

32



AGGREGATE IS NOT ENOUGH 
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What percent is plug-load

What percent is wasted by idle PCs at night?

What’s the effect of server load on energy?

What’s the effect of turning off A?

What caused the spike at 7:00AM?

An information-centric energy infrastructure: The Berkeley view

Randy H. Katz et al. 
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Aggregated Load monitoring 

Identification of the appliances

Signal Disaggregation

NON-INTRUSIVE LOAD MONITORING - NILM 

The Big Picture



▪ Meter manufacturers are currently going on

the market with a differentiated offer:

- low-cost meters solutions for large scale distributed

monitoring;

- High-end instruments for accurate and scientific

measurements to assess the quality of the energy provided.

▪ Smart Meters will be used in residential and commercial buildings for:

- Peak Load Management for utility companies

- Non-intrusive single-Appliance Load Monitoring.

- Non-intrusive Load  Monitoring from the

household’s total electricity consumption.

Market Objectives

35
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4. Business

3. NILM

2. How to communicate

1. Sensing and Smart meters



◼ The Energy Meter exploits a clamp-on current

transformers for

◼ non-intrusive current measurement;

◼ Energy Harvesting;

◼ Contact-less voltage measurement;

◼ Power consumption and enviromental measurament;

◼ RMS, FIR and DFT analysis;

◼ Low-power, 32-bit microcontroller and LORAWAN

wireless standard;

◼ A primary batteries for start-up and backup operation;

CONTACTLESS SELF-POWERED METER

DESIGNED FOR IOT

37
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4. Business

3. NILM

2. How to communicate

1. Sensing and Smart meters



IOT COMMUNICATION
THREE MAIN APPROACHES

Mobile phone operators

• GSM

• LTE-A

• 5G

Internet NetServer

LPWAN 

gateway

LPWAN 

gateway

Low Power Wide Area 
Networks (LPWAN)

• SIGFOX

• Neul

• LoRa

Short-range multihop

• ZigBee

• WiFi low energy

• RFID



LORA LONG RANGETRANSMISSION

 LPWAN Low Power Wide Area Network

 Low cost: end-node and infrastructure

 ISM Sub-GHz 868MHz

 Hight range: 5/10Km 

 Flexible bitrate:  11bs to 37.5Kbs

Wi-Fi

802.11 a b g n 

Proprietary

Sub-GHz & 2.4GHz

BluetoothZigBee
NFC

Cellular

GSM, HSXPA, LTE, etc.

LPWAN

LoRa, Sigfox

0,01
Data Rate (Mbps)
1 10 100

Range (m)

WBAN (1)

WPAN (10)

WLAN (100)

WAN (>1000)

Datarate

RangePower

consumption



TRENTO VALLEY

Free and Open 

Communication HUB for 

citizens IoT applications

http://front.dii.unitn.it/

http://www.thingsforest.com/
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4. Business

3. Knowledge extraction

2. How to communicate

1. Sensing and Smart meters



NON INTRUSIVE LOAD MONITORING (NILM)

▪ Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM) is a method to perform detailed

energy sensing and provide information on the consumption of energy spent

with a single sensing point.

▪ Aggregated load data is used to extract and identify the loads of the individual

devices.This is referred to as “disaggregation”.

▪ Appliance identification is highly dependent on load signatures, which are further

characterized by the appliance category.

Projector



NILM: TECHNIQUES
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Consumer appliances can be categorized based on their 

operational states as follows:

▪ On/Off: devices that are either turned on or off and draw constant power

while they are on (e.g., table lamp, electric kettles, water pumps).

▪ Finite State Machine (FSM): devices which have a load, where the

variance can be described by a finite set of states (e.g., washing machine, tumble

dryer, heat pump, refrigerator).

▪ Continuously Varying: devices with a continuous, variable power draw

(e.g., PCs, TV, dimmer lights, power tools).

▪ Permanent consumer devices: devices with a constant power draw, that

are on for 24 hours a day, 7 days a week (e.g., smoke alarm, telephone sets,

cable TV receivers).



THE DIVERSE NATURE OF LOADS
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Resistive vs. Inductive -> Short-term property

Stationary vs. Non-stationary -> Long-term property

Inductive Resistive

Non-

Stationary

Stationary

Short-term property
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Refrigerator

Bulb

heater 

Washing 

Machine

TV Air 

Conditioner

Dehumidifier
Electric Kettle

Water 

Pump

Hard to measure 

power consumption 

(with I only) 

Hard to estimate 

energy breakdown

Laptop

DVD 

Player

HE lamp



NILM TECHNIQUES 

NILM engines can be categorized by means of

Type of 

analysis

Used 

features

Learning 

requirements

Sampling 

Frequency

Event Based Steady state Supervised High Frequency

Non-Event based

Transient state

Un-Supervised Low Frequency

Non traditional

Not only one solution



Acquire data 

Event detection

Event analysis

Load disaggregation

Results

❑ The proposed algorithm formalizes a

supervised learning event-based

disaggregation technique

❑ The goal of the NILM is to perform

decomposition of P(t) signal to achieve

appliance-level power signals.
• 𝑃 𝑡 : aggregated power consumption

• 𝑝𝑖 𝑡 : single appliance contribution

• 𝑚: number of appliances within period 𝑡
• 𝑡: analysis period

• 𝑒(𝑡): residual error

𝑃 𝑡 = 𝑝1 𝑡 + 𝑝2 𝑡 +⋯+ 𝑝𝑚 𝑡 + 𝑒 𝑡

❑ The disaggregation process is based on

pattern recognition techniques. For choosing

the appliance associated with the event

analyzed, the algorithm adopts a maximal

probability approach

❑ Event detection and analysis tries to identify

when a switch ON or a switch OFF occurs
1. Background Consumption Zone (BCZ)

computation

2. Detecting events outside the BCZ

❑ Load disaggregation involves periodicity analysis
o Spectral density estimation

o Number of event

o Number of signal edges

AN ALGORITHM TAILORED FOR IOT DEVICES
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Time

Parameter Value

Event interval 4 [Sample]

Event threshold 65[W]

Spike rejection threshold 20[W]

Decision interval 1000[Sample]

Appliance state change interval 6 [Sample]

Appliance House #1 House #2

Oven 96,4% 98,2%

Electric heater 99% 100%

Coffee Machine 89,6% 91,8%

Microwave 94,1% 92,2%

Fridge 94,9% 96,9%

Washing Machine 69,3% 71,1%

Unknown 

ON
Unknown 

OFF

Fridge 

ON

Fridge 

OFF

Oven 

ON

Washing 

machine 

ON
Washing 

machine OFF

Oven OFF

Fridge 

ON

Fridge 

OFF

PERFORMANCE
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4. Business

3. NILM

2. How to communicate

1. Sensing and Smart meters



MYPOWER IS A HOME INTELLIGENCE DEVICE

▪ MyPower is an Home Intelligence device and a Cloud Service with smart pattern detection
algorithms and a SmartPhone App.

▪ NILM as a disaggregation technology allows the detection of every single appliance running at home
from a single reading point (i.e. real-time view of each and every device switched on, for how long,
how much it consumes, how much it costs)

▪ MyPower is based on a three elements architecture

1. Smart Power Sensor: The sensor measures the flow of electricity into the house for each line, and
transmits the data to the MyPower Cloud

2. MyPower Cloud: A cloud-based infrastructure to host and process the data.

3. MyPower App: An application for smartphone to monitor real time the electricity bill, breaking
down instantly consumption and cost down by appliance

www.my-power.it



▪ MyPower Power Sensor: reliable, cost

efficient, always online, no batteries
required

▪ MyPower Cloud: scalable with a 

proprietary state-of-the-art 
disaggregation algorithm to identify 
real-time each appliance switched on 
in the house 

+

What you do not see..

(the Technology)

..what you see..

(the Wi-Fi Power Sensor)

…and what you get

(Real-time V.A.S.)

▪ MyPower Power Sensor is

installed inside the apartment next
to the breaker panel. From there
three amperometric clamps
measure the current on each line

▪ MyPower Power Sensor links to

the Internet though the domestic
wi-fi network and sends data to the
Cloud every split second

▪ MyPower App for Smartphone (iOS/

Android) and Apple Watch is the
mobile frontend that allow the use to
access real-time info on its behavior as
well as UtilityCo V.A.S.

▪ MyPower App is the easiest tool to

install & setup the whole system in
three quick steps

MYPOWER IS A HOME INTELLIGENCE DEVICE



VALUE PROPOSITION

 Utilities are facing an increasingly
challenging market where the ability to
improve retention is more important than
ever

✓ Enhance customer retention, improving churn rate and reducing Cost-to-Acquire, as such device could be
offered as part of a commercial package including a 24-36 month lock-in contractual clause in exchange for
the device

✓ Gain first-hand knowledge of customer behaviour, enabling UtilityCo to adopt a behavioural pricing (or
selective pricing) and behavioural marketing with a broad-based value-added service strategy

Value Proposition for UtilityCo is based on 3 pillars:

A lock-in clause in exchange for the MyPower
Power Sensor, substantially reduces the risk of a
client switching before payback is achieved

Note: Preliminary analysis based on €65/client Cost-To-Acquire,
€15/MWh gross margin, 2,5 MWh annual consumption per client,
€10/MWh Cost-To-Serve and 15% churn rate year over year. Churn
rate will increase substantially with the mandatory shift to Mercato
Libero from 2018

CUSTOMER RETENTION WHITE CERTIFICATES ADDITIONAL REVENUE STREAMS

As a result, a smart meter fits perfectly
with the new guidelines, as it
combines behavioural oriented energy
efficiency actions with ITC devices
installations

Also in light of a new PPPM standard
template, which is particuarly well
designed for small interventions,
MyPower would allow UtilityCo to

claim a potentially large number of
TEE on the entire pool of devices
installed by its customers

• Gamification

• Real-time Electronic Billing

• In-App bill payment

• Value-Added Services paid
by the client or by
UtilityCo/ MyPower

commercial partner

MyPower has been developed and could

be further developed to provide UtilityCo’s
customer with the following features:



A BUSINESS MODEL AROUND THE IOT DATA

Generation of  V.A.S. to the End User:

 Predictive maintenance

 Personalized ads

 Assisting and security  

’s Client

The User
(household)

The bulk of the 
value of 
MyPower

business is with 
the high quality 

real-time 
information on 

customer 
behaviour

Customer
Behaviour
Data Sale

Profit Sharing
w/UtilityCo

Service Fee

Hardware
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(high monetization potential through 
traditional Ads, Sponsored Ad 

Products, Loyalty/ Rewards 
Programs, Data Licensing…) 



LESSON LEARNT
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• Effective strategies for energy efficiency are easier with IoT

• There is much more information behind IoT data than supposed

• Business is mainly on using “hidden information”

• IoT devices are not just “wireless sensors” but can integrated

intensive and non-trivial intelligence locally



CASE STUDY II 
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Structural Health Monitoring



Dynamic response 

measurement

Aging

Damage detection

Long operative life

Civil structures (bridges, damns, towers, etc.)

STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING



CHALLENGES

Continuous Low data rate

Crackmeter

Wired Wireless

Modal Analysis

SHM



SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Chain of smart SHM sensors for modal analysis

S1 S2 S3 S4
GATEWAY 

+

LOCAL 

STORAGE

WSN of Crackmeters for long term analysis

CAN BUS - POWER

C1

C2

4 MEMS

ACCELEROMETERS

INTERNET

LORA WAN

GATEWAY 

+

LOCAL 

STORAGE

LORA WAN

SERVER

CRACKMETER

CRACKMETER

LORA WAN

GATEWAY 

+

LOCAL 

STORAGE



INSTALLATION
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0

• Prestressed tendons strengthen the structure

• Sensors positioned on the tendons



INSTALLATION
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1

• 10 group of sensors in 10 sections

• Total length of the bridge → 580 m



ANOMALY DETECTION

• Energy calculation

• Mean and standard deviation computing in a reference period

without peaks

• Energy > Mean+ 3*Std → anomaly (vehicle)

Vehicle Passing →Anomaly



HIDDEN INFEROMATION:  CAR SPEED MEASURE
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3

• Anomalies linked to sensor position

• Regression fitting

• Removal of theoretical speeds > 150 km/h and < 30 km/h



CASE STUDY III
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Residential Smart Lighting



RESIDENTIAL SMART LIGHTING
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•Networked Lighting Controls Will Surpass $5.3 Billion in Annual Revenue by 2020

SMART LIGHTING:

•Auto dimming the lighting

according:

•User preference

•User detection

• External lighting

•Time

• Presence

• Power Saving

• Extension Lifetime of LED

•High Quality of Service

•LED & H.E. LIGHTIING

•Easy to make dimmable

• Reduce power

consumption

POWER MANAGEMENT
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50

0 200 400 600 800 1000

POWER CONSUMPTION PANNEL LED 

LIGHT WITH DIMMING

PowerGraph
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PWM Control



•Allows to dim different luminaries or groups of
luminaries independently from each other.
•Unit attached to driver which responds to LUX levels
and person detection.
•Dimming options included can be
activated/deactivated by the user: peer sensor,
photocell, manual setting.
•Multiple interfaces: PC, touch screen, smart phone,
Internet.

•Works with radio, bluetooth and wi-fi.
•Wide dimming range and very smooth: from 15%
to 100%.
•Very low power consumption:

•30mW Sensor node
• up to 3mW End device

•Dimming options included can be
activated/deactivated by the user: PIR sensor,
Light sensor, manual setting.

During the whole period of 

daylight the savings is about 

45.4% 

SMART LEDLIGHT



CASE STUDY …
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Other Case Studies



SWARM OF DRONES
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 Gas sensing and other measurements using drones:

 Outside area of O&G plants

 Directly installed on equipment (e.g. pipes, vessels, valves, etc.)

 Wireless IoT capability and data interface: short range communication with 
mobile collecting device (e.g. carried by operators and/or air drones)



GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS MONITORING 

Buildings, wineries, food storage, etc.



SMART CAMERAS FOR PRECISION AGRICOLTURE 
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Wireless Pest Detection 

Automatic Fruit Counting
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